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Michelle Dominique Augustyn(Feb.4,1994)
 
I am just a girl trying to find out who I am and why God put me in this world. I
actually have no proof that there is a God but I guess that is where belief comes
in. Please forgive me for I am terrible at grammar and make many grammatical
errors throughout my poems. Anyway I just base my poems on my life, my
imagination, and my experiences.
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A (I)
 
I feel your eyes
They are set on me
I am flying so high inside
To the tops of the clouds
Where the sun will rise
And I want you by me
 
This feeling dies when I am alone
No eyes, no senses, no you
I hate the silence when on my own
No peace, no emotion, no clue
Knowing we stay as two
Separated by the unknown
 
I am ready to catch anything you throw
Just as long as you don't forget
Who you are and what you know
What makes you, what takes you away
And nothing you'll regret
Will be your life, your shot, your goal.
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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A (Ii)
 
I feel you, your eyes
Their intensity set on me
I am flying so high, inside,
To the tops of the clouds
Where the sun will rise
And I want you by me
 
The feeling dies when I am alone
No eyes, no senses, no you
I hate the silence, when on my own
No peace, no emotion, no clue
Knowing we stay as two
Separated by the unknown
 
I am ready to catch anything you throw
As long as you never forget
What makes you, what takes you away,
Who you are and what you know
To be your life, your shot, your goal.
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Are We Able To Accept The Outcome?
 
It's just too hard to have someone halfway
Than to have someone all to yourself
Than to have someone not at all
It's just too hard
 
How do you predict the future without something?
When you're on your own with nobody
When you're wishing and hoping
How do you predict the future?
 
Life tests us with these battles for a purpose
Or it just keeps us on the surface
Or it just tries to pull us under
Life tests us with these battles
 
Why do emotions overflow our minds altogether?
And then push us to the limit
And then pry out our weakest parts
Why do emotions overflow our minds?
 
People say they change for the better
By trying to prove their worthiness to you
By trying to prove you belong with them
People say they change
 
Are we able to accept the outcome?
So we can move along with life
So we can let it drag us down deeper
Are we able to accept?
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Baby, I'M Gone
 
Could have held my heart forever
Could have kept our love alive
Could have made a path together
Could have said, 'Be with me, tonight'
 
I am falling out of your heart
Staying safe from your soul
Saving myself for someone else
Who will hold me in the cold
 
Runnin' like you did last Summer
Leaving me to burn up in the sun
Gunnin' for a life of ever after
Happy with my one and only one
 
Baby, I'm gone.
 
June 23rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Boiling Over
 
Everything is the same with you
I think it is all good then confusion hits
Do you even think of my feelings too?
 
The way you walk, the way you talk
Makes my heart go boom boom
It's like you are the key to my lock
 
My heart's almost in your hand
Then you stop reaching for it
And I am screaming goddamn
 
June 11th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Bomb
 
Crushed 'til I'm dissolved
Broken like glass from a baseball
Hurts, pain, aches, shame
My feelings make my mind lame
Confusion my biggest fear
Haunts this soul increasingly
My bones are brittle from all the shaking
 
May 29th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Change Or Convince
 
Do people change or convince?
I am not sure which side to choose
I have nothing to fall back on though
Do I know, or do I think I know?
 
I came to this topic for you
My mind has lead me to this place
My mind is a guide to anything
I came to this topic of you
 
Do people change or convince?
That is the question I ask all
That is why I am confused of you
Do you think people change or convince?
 
I am very lost in this place
Wondered far off the path of everyone else
Wondered to a place of numbness and bliss
I am very lost without your answer
 
Opposites attract, but only when I see you
So are we too far away?
So what shall I do to come closer?
Opposites attract, but I could repel
 
People say you should take risks
Though, I always follow what others say
Though, they may be right
People say you should be an individual
 
Reasons for my confusion are prevalent
Do people change or convince?
Do people know where to go?
Reasons for my confusion leave me lost
 
Have you chosen your side?
Maybe you can convince me to join
Maybe you can convince me to change
Have you changed?
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July 17th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Children Know
 
Today we lie on the surface
Of this earth of pain and pride
Where children cry and scream
As parents kill and die
 
Although we fight to stop it
We just stay the same
With all the bullets firing
No one feels the shame
 
But the children know it all
They just can't say
The things we do because
Seeing what they see is insane
 
June 21st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Complications Of Communication
 
Our silence keeps us apart
For the unknown is what we fear
Though, I have millions of words
Just waiting to flow to you
 
I hear your message, loud but unclear
My mind doesn't know how far to go?
Do I stay where I am?
What path do I take?
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Confusion
 
Confusion pulls me left and right
You fill my thoughts throughout the night
 
I see you strolling through the halls
You see me too, but here is where I fall
 
The year before was beautiful and fun
I met you and that's when we begun
 
But summer came fast and we were torn
Facebook, email, those aren't to mourn
 
I tried to speak out, to get through
And all I needed to finish this puzzle was you
 
Clearly you were kinda shy
But hey, so was I
 
School came back and you I missed
I couldn't find you in all your bliss
 
Finally the dance came around
And here was you I found
 
I was nervous and happy all in one
So what the hell, let's have some fun
 
But you, you pulled away
Ran so fast I was in dismay
 
Man, it hurt so bad my heart had ripped
My bucket full of sunshine over tipped
 
I cried that night, so hard
Rejection from you sent me backward
 
Removing you from my life was my motive then
And here we are in confusion again
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May 29th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Digging
 
I keep digging this never-ending hole
It's darkness creeps into my soul
Now I am a furnace burning coal
Not anymore playing my beautiful role
 
A princess I guess is what I was to call
Before you I was quickly growing small
Each bit of me was coming to fall
Everyone was in it, one for all
 
You filled the hole with every smile
I barely cried at night, for a while
We were torn apart by a couple of miles
Then reunited in the locker isle
 
I made the stupidest mistake
You probably wish I was an outtake
In this movie we call life, is fake
Well it's mostly me who made this ache
 
So here I stay digging this hole
Trying to find safety like a mole
My eyes are darkened with charcoal
I find that's blackened my subtle role
 
 
May 29th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Drained
 
I don't wanna feel like this anymore
Do you know what it's like to have someone rip out your core?
To have your blood drained from your heart
'Til you dry up and crumble apart
Then your soul is pulled from your hands
And a place deeper than Hell is where your sanity lands
 
June 23rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Dying From Numbness
 
To feel no numbness no more
I need my blood to flow
To heart no thing with no core
I wish for a savior, a hero
 
My life dangles by a thread
The cure is so easy to sew
Loneliness to come, I dread
I can't leave, I can't go
 
To feel nothing now
I need a heart beat
To find myself, How?
I wish for a life without defeat
 
My conscience tells me left
The current guides me right
Loneliness is a god of theft
I can't sleep, not tonight
 
To hear is deceiving
I strive for success
To fail is believing
I wished for a soul, now I digress
 
My mouth hides my smile
It's calling fades
Loneliness for a while
I can't feel joy, just jade
 
To feel no numbness no more
I need my blood to heat
To heart is a pumping core
I will find a savior, my hero
 
June 1st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Filling Up The Cracks
 
Broken hearts don't break,
They just crack.
These hearts need something,
Something to fill them up,
To pave over the crack
because the longer the crack remains,
the more it damages.
But, eventually the damage stops.
Time fills the crack
slowly, but softly.
Any broken heart will have broken,
But any broken heart
Will get glued back together.
It will not be the same as before,
No guarantees,
But it will be better
In a different way.
There will never be a totally filled crack,
But most of it will be filled.
It may not be smooth,
But it will be filled
And that is all that matters.
 
June 21st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Finishing Grade Ten
 
One more exam then I am done
At least grade ten
Summer is where I get some sun
At least it's here
Then my self-improvement shall begin
At least for now
I'll run and run and be one
At least I run
Boys and drama had my head all spun
At least before
Now my mind is empty and undone
I miss it more
 
June 19th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Freedom Is Me
 
Freedom is me
Jump high, fly far
In my place to be
Seeking a silver star
Freedom is me
 
June 2nd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Going Down
 
My thoughts pull me low
Underneath the light
'Til nothing is longer visible
No substance exists to kill the force
I can't release from it's grip
Spiraling downwards
Thinking I was heading up
The deeper I go the darker it seems
'Til my eyes close
And my throat tightens
And my breath freezes
No one can save me now
I am too far to be my hero
 
June 21st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Goodness Lies Within Solitude
 
Sometimes loneliness can be good
Finding myself, who I truly am
Seeking this individual, creating a plan
Goodness lies within solitude
 
Strolling through the meadow
Freeing my mind, alone
Setting my spirit loose on my own
Goodness lies within solitude
 
June 3rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Goodnight Dreams
 
Goodnight, sleep away
Dream of the good days
Of Captain Hook and Tinkerbell
And the 'just-rained' smell
In the forests and the creeks
Tall trees and small peaks
Where a mind could explore
A calm and secret core
That curiosity discovered
And where prayers are muttered
Remember this, it'll be okay
Goodnight, sleep away
 
June 19th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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How
 
How could you not even try?
How could you not even care?
Too concerned about your ego
Talking to me, something you would not dare
 
Glance left to right
Glance up and down
But never spoke a word to me
Because I don't have a crown
 
Never would you stand apart
Never would you take a leap
Falling in love is something you fear of me
For that my heart you shall not keep
 
Running from an opportunity of greatness
Running from a chance of right
Escape the pressure of our peers
End the fire before it sparks, before appears the light
 
June 23rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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I Am
 
I am not your pen for paper
Not your cold for ice
Not your time for later
Not your trap for mice
 
Nor your rhythm for rhyme
Nor your crutch for break
Nor your mountain to climb
Nor your the water in your lakes
 
I am not the sky's limit
Not the hold for your hand
Not the Rosie to your rivet
Not the girl you understand
 
Nor the logo on your hat
Nor the shoot to your star
Nor the artist to your rap
Nor the beat to your heart
 
I am me, that's all
One adventurous trip
Not the catch when you fall
I am the kiss on your lips
 
June 5th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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I Know
 
I know I will miss you
I never got to kiss you
I wish I would have said something
I hoped I could have shared my thoughts
I didn't say anything did I
I never showed you myself
I wish I would have done something
I hoped I would have done anything
I know I will stay away
I know I regret what I do
I know I am not the girl for you
 
June 15th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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I See The World Falling To Pieces
 
I see the world falling to pieces
Before my eyes
As blood seeps through the creases
And to stop it, no one tries
 
I smell the fear of the children
With a hint of shame
As their leaders become
Dangerous and insane
 
I touch the face of the ocean
Because it's crying
As the creatures die of a deadly potion
And to stop it, no one is trying
 
I hear the childrens' screams
With the bombs behind
As their tears create a bloodstream
While the pain rewinds
 
And to stop it, no one is there
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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King
 
So I hope someone from the past comes back
You know who you are and I am who you lack
Maybe I am dreaming of a picture perfect scene
You can only take this chance to see what I mean
But I have a status not so high up there
You are the king of this place of no where
To me is a life shattered in my hands
You are a mystery like the desert sands
So I will travel this path and be there for you
If you decide to come along we could become something true
 
June 1st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Laying In Bed With The Dead
 
I lay in bed
With the dead
And dream of the flowers
Set on my grave
Of stone of smooth pave
And gaze at the towers
With crosses and colours
With saints, angels, and others
And notice God's powers
How strong and incredible
How clear and legible
And remember these long hours
With the dead
As I lay in bed.
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Laying It All Out
 
This was not my objective to fall for you,
To take the risk and run with my heart.
To run this race and all my effort wasted,
And you blame this sh*t on me? !
You and me are not gonna move forward,
I don't know who I'm convincing here,
But you better hear this and it better sink in.
I got to move on and you better too
'Cause this ain't gonna happen, okay?
So stop all this showing off 'cause I'm confused.
Stop all your 'I'm so cool, look at me! Look at me! '
Leave me alone, I will feel worse, but I hate this state.
Confusion, illusion, frustration, and depression.
No happiness for me, and if I see the future
I am stayin' on my own, nobody for me, to be mine.
You're just another regret, it don't bother me
'Cause I've got so many of 'em.
I will miss you but I won't miss much,
There was nothing there anyway.
I am a broken person and I am unfixable.
I have never had and probably never will know
What true love is because I am just going to bring
It all down, blame me, that's how I've lived, don't try, I am too far gone, too far
deep to be found.
My head controls me now, not my heart.
Just leave me in the dust 'cause I will leave you.
I won't pull through.
 
So my objective remains unknown
And my heart is still stone cold.
My personality may shine through, but soon
The darkness will come and demolish it
Into shreds of the filth it is.
You can try to resuscitate this, me,
But I won't try to fight with you.
Jaded is what I am
And it is better to have one jaded than two.
I want to be normal
But wants are not needs,
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So I guess I need to be discovered.
I remain deep beneath the earth's safety shield,
But why does earth keep such a dangerous organism contained?
Is it to save the non-jaded?
Or is it to save the universe?
 
July 2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Like A Child Contained
 
Like a child contained, my mind is restless
The strings of my heart stretch to hold you
All I miss is your bitter sweet caress
You ran, you broke me, you withdrew
My thoughts have control much less
Now my heart strings snap
And you are gone, my mind a mess
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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My Mistake
 
So I made the move, I went too far, I know that now.
My thoughts lead me to believe you want me, maybe.
I don't know if I want you, or my heart wants you.
I desire my heart to want you but is that my mind?
Is my ego or my mind pulling me down the path of something more?
All these unanswered questions and still you remain.
Are you the answer?
Am I way off?
Frustration overflows me.
Questions that go unanswered are my weakness, my match lit.
You move me, even when I hear your name.
The lion did fall in love with the lamb, but who is who?
I fear my aggressiveness scares others, especially you, away.
It has happened before and now he was another dropp of blood from my heart,
dissolved.
Maybe it's me, maybe it's you, maybe it's us.
So was making the move too far, do I know that now?
 
May 31st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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My Quirks
 
I fear things not meant to be feared
I mirror things I do not comprehend, mirrored
You drive me to think of qualities I obtained
You stop me from becoming coldly stained
I hope for future peace and pride
I discourage the future destruction to hide
You remind me of how human I am
You make me forget my plan
I feel free when I hear you
I taste the coldness when I come to
You are just out of my reach
You have the power to preach
I must let go
You must let go
 
We must be we
Us, we can become 2 together
Summer might be the answer
Rushing things could be the cancer
Time keeps us flowing
So let's keep growing
And take a while
Away a couple miles
Good could come
You and I could be one
We is to be
We'll wait and see
 
May 31st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Ocean
 
My self esteem is at the bottom of the ocean
My mind is a shipwreck with survivors hanging on
My eardrums pound like cannon fire from opposing ships
My eyes roll back into the darkness of blue silk
My cheeks fill with hot ice as creatures invade me
My mouth is dry like cool air while underneath the deep
My throat strains for oxygen as it clogs with torture
My chest stretches to its furthest as claws slice through
My heart imploded before I even dove in
 
June 21st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Sixteen
 
Sixteen years old and no where headed
So far from finding myself
Frustration grows and depression deepens
God, are you even up there?
 
At my age many are extraordinary
I am too far lost to find
Trying to prove worthiness, success
Is keeping me from believing in anyone
 
Tears poor more often then they should
Is there even a limit?
While in this world of vertigo
No one responds to my cries
 
My brain is a monster without violence
It causes misery but is my company
Stopping is no thought of result
Time is too fast to see
 
I work as hard as I can
I remain unsuccessful
I am sixteen and searching for an ending
 
June 21st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Sorry For Saying Goodbye
 
Droplets of hope and pain
Slowly trickle, one by one, down
The cheek of a dame
With her thoughts breaking her crown
 
Drip, drop, drip, her tears go
And seep into his sweater
Was there any way to know
How to keep forever?
 
Crushed, destroyed, her senses are
As her tears dry up
But still remains a scar
Her soul is damaged, no matter how tough
 
Her arms, she tried to reach
With all her might
But he stayed out of reach
And now nothing feels right
 
Droplets of grief and loss
Consume her as he descends
Into the ground with the green and moss
Daddy is gone
Her crown shall never mend
 
June 3rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Summer
 
Summer time
Recreate yourself
Get out of here
For a little while
No stress
No boys
No friends
Just me
Got to get out of this place
Seeing the exit doors
Running on the cold floor
So close
Just a couple of feet
I am so excited
 
June 9th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Tehehehe...
 
You are so cute
I feel excited inside
Like butterflies fluttering
You make me smile
In complete sadness
I am healed
When I say your name
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Thanks A Lot
 
You made your message
Clear as a frosty window pane
 
I actually cried over you
So confused, you were so vain
 
You took my heart before my eyes
Slowly creating and everlasting stain
 
I suffered for months of waiting
And I never thought nothing would change
 
June 29th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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The Wall
 
Climbing this wall
So easy to slip
And into the deep I fall
When I lose my grip
 
Then I catch me
Do not need to
Look for chivalry
'Cause looking for me is you
 
June 23rd,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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To Want Or To Need Someone
 
I just need to be held close
I just want gentle arms to surround me
To feel another heart beat
To know life has not suffered defeat
Someone to cradle my anxious heart
Someone to not scare me apart
 
June 1st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Today I Saw You
 
Today you saw me, I saw you too
I am scared of what could happen
Building this up is hard
But results to the better
However, it is just as easy to destroy this possible love
Am I thinking too far?
Am I worried of the unknown?
But that is me.
Can you accept that?
My weakness.
 
May 31st,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Travelling Flower
 
A tiny flower sits on a window sill
The cool breeze ruffles it's golden petals
A droplet from above collides with soil
But no rust shall destroy this precious medal
 
The wind's power increases fast
Drip, drop, drip, the rain arrives
Commotion stirs as the storm roars
As innocent roots cling for their lives
 
Snap! The life of one disappears
Gripping tightly onto this surface
Weaker and weary, losing might
Holding on sometimes claims no purpose
 
Pain from strain on these delicate warriors
Losing the battle is possible not
But letting go provokes them
End this suffering, the most prominent thought
 
Snap! Snap! Snap! Another few break
As the life of this child drains
All hope flies away with the wind
Like being held up with rusty chains
 
Just ready to release hold
3...2...- BOOM!
Calmness comes
But the silence is so loud flooding this room
 
Then whisked away to something new
Someone caught you right there
That moment of confusion and relief
To find a hero when not searching is rare
 
June 4th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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Unlocking My Heart
 
I'm so shy when around you
'Cause I watch what I say and do
But maybe changing to something new
Is not the way to pull this through
 
Maybe unlocking my heart
Is ripping me apart
'Cause love ain't no abstract art
It can end or it can start
 
Bit things will break to pieces
As all time increases
And the love we had deceases
'Cause I am tired of all your pleases
 
June 11th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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We Were, We Are
 
We were, we are so close
And Summer keeps us away
Do you really want to keep hanging on?
Am I just another game you play for fun?
Am I your only one?
 
June 15th,2010
 
Michelle Dominique Augustyn
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